Biomagnetic multi-channel systems. Principles and application in cardiology.
The non-invasive measurement of the extremely weak magnetic fields generated by heart and brain is motivated by the possibility of obtaining quantitative diagnostic information about electric function. Magnetic signals (MCG, MEG) are significantly less influenced by body tissue than the corresponding electric signals (ECG, EEG). Measurement of biomagnetic signals is performed by superconducting sensors, consisting of pickup coils and SQUIDs (superconducting quantum interference device) operating in liquid Helium. For clinical investigations a biomagnetic multi-channel system (KRENIKONR) has been designed. It uses a flat array of 37 magnetic field sensors and is operated inside a shielded room. Evaluation of biomagnetic signals by use of simple source and body models and in combination with anatomical data from 3D MR- or CT-images yields sequences of locations of electrical function with a spatial resolution of some millimeters and a time resolution better than one millisecond. More than three years of clinical studies have demonstrated the value of the method primarily in cases with localized functional pathologies. In cardiology this is pathologies of the cardiac conductive pathway, ectopies, and arrhythmias. Validation has been performed by catheter stimulation in volunteers, and by catheter mapping and nuclear medical methods in patients. Extension of modelling and evaluation to cases with distributed activity, e.g. ventricular excitation, is under investigation.